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Céline Ducret is a multi-disciplinary artist who works mainly with embroidery, writing
and installation, in order to construct scenographies. Her practice is centered around
the construction of poetico-political narratives, confronting the viewer with the
contradictions in their relation to the environment.
In her ongoing research on the imagery and imaginaries of glaciers, the circulation of
this myth, a stereotypical representation of an enchanted space, can be understood
as a morbid fascination towards global warming. Glaciers represent a still untouched
Eden and echo their administrative territory, the imaginary of an immaculate
Switzerland. In reality, in the summits, the snow is often grey and it is melting. So
much that in some touristic areas, ice is artificially added and the glaciers are
whitened.
Without wishing to be catastrophic, the fear of global warming can be understood
here as an anthropomorphisation of the temporality of glaciers, which will ultimately
outlive us.
For Céline, this observation is inconsistant with the topographical imagery of the
environment : rational, scientific and measured. Indeed, we only have limited access
to the tangible. The images that circulate on the web are pure mathematical
representations of a world that exists only in the virtual. These antagonisms are the
basis of Céline’s work. In her installations, a change of state and scale occurs,
between the monumental and the imperceptible, the real and the virtual.
While weaving gives the illusion of suppleness and fragility, the multiplicity of the
intertwinings ensure its solidity. In the gesture, the needlework then echoes the placid
temporality of the summits and the methodology of embroidery becomes a defensive
wall against the fear of a future where the physicality of the world would no longer be,
where one could no longer touch the snow.
Julie Marmet

Archive of the future landscape or Eldorado? /
My latest work with steel and glazed jemonites is
what i am currently working on. In this work i am
specially interested in how I can create physicaltangible 3d rendering looking objects.
Those objects are an alternative physical archive of a
list of 11 Swiss glaciers whom will remain in 2100
after the loss of more than 40% of their icing surface
with a rise of 6 degree in temperature.
(source:https://labs.letemps.ch/interactive/2018/carte-glaciers-2100/

The embroideries are numbers corresponding to :
glacier
name;glacier
id;coordx;coordy;glacier
area;survey year for glacier area;length change;mass
balance;volume change; from the Swiss Glacier
Monitoring Network (GLAMOS).
Through this, I aim to questions our interaction with
the void and the loss of physicality in our world of
digital mass communication. This project is an
alternative take on archiving the changes of the
element ice and taking it back into something
physical.

.

Archive of the future landscape or
Eldorado? WIP / 2021, installation view and
details, size varies, steel, powder coating,
cotton thread, jesmonite, glazed metallic paint
- Bourse du Commun de recherche artistique
2021

Archive of the future landscape or
Eldorado ? WIP / 2021, installation view and
details, size varies, steel, powder coating,
cotton thread, jesmonite, glazed metallic paint Bourse du Commun de recherche artistique
2021

46°43'47.99" N 8°26'56.39" E /
2021, 250x180x70cm, acier, cotton
thread, Epoxy resins, paint - La Fonte

Suite pour l’invisible / 2021, 100x
155 cm, Ceramic & cotton threads,
Epoxy resin, aquarelle - La Fonte

Slow murning lab- Musee d’ethnographie
My research is based on the imaginary that
surrounds glaciers, between the myth of the
perfect landscape and the frenetic, fast-paced,
technology-driven activity of humans.
My interest lies in the anthropocene relationship
with ice: the idea that something that has been
culturally passed down to us as an unchanging
legacy can - and is already - disappearing makes
me confront notions of eternity, death and
mourning. Speculating on glaciers as stereotypical,
untouched and lifeless natural places seems to me
to be a very appropriate window into the analysis
of current trends in our society where the
appearance of things and beings outweighs in
importance the factuality of their intrinsic change.

Variation around an imaginary
landscape: Voide / 2021,
91x60x6cm,
thread,
MDF, resinE- /
46°43'47.99"
N 8°26'56.39"
Bourse
de recherche, Musée
2021, 250x180x70cm,
acier, cotton
d'Ethnographie
de
Genève
thread, Epoxy resins, paint - La Fonte

My speculative studies translate into transparent
textiles, on which the contours of the reliefs of the
landscape are fragmented, distorted and
reproduced with a sewing machine. The change of
scale and proportion that results from the process
of the latter builds an imaginary vision of space
imposed on the reality of a place. The
transparency of the installation plays with an
additional narrative dimension, namely a grid,
physical and of reading, in space as a tool of
cartographic measurement which allows, in its
turn, to (re)create a fabricated landscape.

Variation around an imaginary
landscape: Voide / 2021,
91x60x6cm, paper, mfd - Bourse de
recherche, Musée d'Ethnographie de
Genève

Imaginary landscape, 2021,
91x60x6cm, thread, MDF, resin Bourse de recherche, Musée
d'Ethnographie de Genève - The
Janone Fine Art Textiles Award,
shortlisted, UK

La solitude du glacier qui fond,
1.1 / 2021, 60x68x68cm, aluminium,
cotton thread & Epoxy resin
Kapru Galleria - Finland

Kultukala (goldﬁsh) / 2020, size
varies, cotton thread, pvc glue
Onoma Galleria - Finland

Urban Landscape - L 20, I & II /
2020, 25x 20 cm, Ceramic & cotton
thread, wood, Onoma Galleria Finland

Capter un fragment de temps suspendu,
chambre 4.3 - ROOM 4, Phoenix Art Center,
Raseborg - Finland
Former hospital, reconverted into a reception
center for migrants, the Meltola Hospital Raserborg
was bought from the municipality of Espoo in 2018.
Empty for several years, the buildings have been
left abandoned.
During the spring of 2019, room 4, east wing, 3rd
door on the left, of the third floor was assigned to
me.
During several months I searched through
archives, meetings and objects, the people who
had lived before me in this room of 13m3. A lot of
time doing nothing but waiting and looking out the
window.
An installation composed of objects belonging to
the previous inhabitants, ceramic pieces and blue
walls.

46°43'47.99" N 8°26'56.39" E /
2021, 250x180x70cm, acier, cotton
thread, Epoxy resins, paint - La Fonte

Capter un fragment de temps
suspendu, chambre 4.3 / 2020, size
varies, porcelaine, pcv glue, thread &
blue paint Phoenix Art Center - Finland

